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REBRANDING

The social media looks unorganized which 
has a negative influence for the customers. 
Customers will not go on a freediving trip 
because they will not trust the company which 
does not look organized.  

PROBLEM

Create a single brand of the company. This will 
look organized.

SOLUTION

HOW IT WORKS

MERCH-DESIGNED

SOCIAL MEDIA-DESIGNED

Звони! С 10:00 до 20:00 мы на связи в будние дни и выходные дни,
тел: +7 (960) 020-05-35

Адрес

Designed background, banners, icons, 
re-logotype for Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, 

VK.
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PARTNERSHIP AND COOPERATION

Arctic Free needs partners to work with to get 
more clients and to have the possibility to 
exchange information.

Company      Contact person           Contact via               Located in                         Website

FOX                     Agent               marketing@fox.nl   The Netherlands         https://www.fox.nl/                  
+31 252 660 000 

MASU          Alla Raspapova        alla@satellitm.ru            Russia              http://www.masu.edu.ru/en/
(University)

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

HOW IT WORKS

FOX: It is a travel agency which offers complete organized holidays, which 
also includes activities. It would be an amazing change for Arctic Free if 
people book their holiday via FOX, make a trip through whole North – West 
Russia and one of the activities would be diving with you. FOX is aware of 
who you are. They do not have trips to the North-West of Russia yet. They 
need more information about your company first. Send an email and go 
into discussion.

MASU: The university in Murmansk. To give your company more 
awareness for students. There is a possibility to give a lecture on this 
university about your company. Sell your product. Maybe you can make a 
arrangement for another project to work with students again or students 
can continue this project we started. MASU is aware of who you are. They 
are interested in working together. 
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SEO ALGORITHM

Current the customer cannot search ArcticFree 
without knowing the name.

PROBLEM

Optimize the key-words to indexing the 
web-pages

SOLUTION

HOW IT WORKS

An algorithm for searching keywords based on machine learning has been 
developed. It is easy to use. You must input a web-link to the code and 
click to play by Google account.   

The result is 45% more accurate  than in free analogues:
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SOCIAL MEDIA

EDUCATION PLATFORM

A few customers come from social media

PROBLEM

Active management and engagement with followers in Instagram,
Facebook, Vkontakte

SOLUTION

HOW IT WORKS
Develop a content plan with heading and a schedule of posts

Clients do not have the opportunity to complete the theoretical part of
the course without leaving their homes

PROBLEM

Recording a theoretical online course
SOLUTION

HOW IT WORKS

you can conduct webinars, create tests and record own course on 
educational platforms

The ArcticFree Guid Book

Read Online

To find out more detail 
and advanced methods to 
getting customers, look at 
the guide by QR code.
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